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SOME ASPECTS OF AFRICAN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

AND MANPOWER PLANNING PROBLEMS

Corrigendum

Delete the fir^sub^paragrapb under para. 11 and read as

follows;

A short-term phase of 5 years for immediate action, making

estimates of trained manpower needs and supply potentials,

evaluating local resources and their use for the gainful

employment of available manpower. This should include the

provision of necessary social infrastructure to reinforoe the

holding power of rural societies and the development of

occupational skills to widan lAe employment and market

possibilities of rural economies.
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SCMIii ASPECTS OF AFRICAN RURAL DTVLGBi

MD MANPOWER PLANNING PROBLEMS

Preamble

1. The involvement of the total population is a necessary condition

for the accelerated development ;>f the African region. This develop

ment should result in "batter livi.ng conditions for all, and should

reduoe inequalities betirson tho various social sectors and groups

and between geographical areasP Tlio effective mobilization of avail

able human and material resources for Africa's development requires

the avoidance of large pooket-s of unutilized and under-utilized

resources9 as well as the existence of adequate machinery and institu

tional structures for taking the desired action. The problems of

development are complex., interrelated, having their origins in the

socio-economic structures of the society involved in the development

process.

Development objeotiven

2o The long-run, objectives oi' economic and social development as

stated in the development plans of" most African countries are very

varied, reflecting differences in the pattern of social, economic and

political development of particular countries* Thphasis has bean

placed on such aspects as: the nesd to raise per capita output, to

remove social and economic inequalities? to increase employment

opportunities, to achieve structural and institutional changes, to

raise the level of educational and health facilities, etc* Notwith

standing these differences in emphasis.; the majority of the declared

long—run objectives have the following aims in common!-'

"(a) minimizing inequalities of incomes between different socio-

economic groups and different regionsj

\j Social Aspects of African Development Planning! Patterns and

Trends8 SCA document "5/Cr'-147sDp/7» P« 10*
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"(b) land reform in those countries whore inequalities of land holding

Gir.ii^JA-i.'^ a problem, particularly in those countries where

this has bean associated uith foreign settlement; this is

aooompaniod by an synpha^iii on co-operative and collective

farming 5 and

"(c) human investment "both I:\ "';he sense of training the new cadres

which are os&eutiil for Xue ■ "icel^/ development of the newly

independent countries? Mil also in the sense of harnessing

the collective e^tferfdea 0? the mass of the population which

still lie outside the effective limits of the modern economy.

The&e aims arc reiTic-ciiecj in the administrative, fiscal and

social reforms "which E-.re outlined in many of the plans."

3. Within the context of the above overall development objectives,

African rural development objenti/os aim at mobilizing available

human and material recourses for ;:ie achievement of better living

standards for the rural inhabitants in particular and meeting the food

and raw material requirements of rjrban centres in general. This is

to be achieved through tha modernization and enrichment of rural

economies? particularly agriculture and allied activities, the reduction

to the minimum of souio—cultural restraints and the creation of the

right environment for the acceptance of social change and of attitudes

favourable to the application cf rew ideas and new production methods.

4. The pursuit of these objectives implies the re-ordering of tradi

tional socio-economic relationships and the establishment of effective

administrative organs to take the initiative, indicate directions and

co-ordinate the efforts of the people towards the common goal. It

also requires the development of educational and social programmes as

well as economic programmes that are well co-ordinated to meet the

aspirations of the people and ar.3 integrated within the social, political

and economic possibilities of rural societies and economies.

African rvriU !;:'"-'■'•' ^"- ■'"'

5. Agricultural development patterns and practices are not uniform

in Africa especially between ecological zones. Squally rural develop

ment patterns and problems vary considerably. However, African rural-

development in its continental context is characterized by the following

basic problems*
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the predominance of a subsistence pattern of agriculture and of

rural crafts and. industries 5

the prevalence of economic and social stagnation due to tradi

tional outlook and low productivity which results in low lavels

of nutrition, low income and low investment, all perpetuating a

vicious cycle of poverty and underdevslopment5

a chronic situation of underemployment or concealed unemployment

and of unutilized potential material resources;

increasing migration of partially educated youths from rural

societies in search of batter economic and social opportunities,

as well as the migration of young abls-bodied illiterates in

search of paid jobs -a phenomenon resulting in a continual attrition

in the rural manpower potentials5

low level of educational facilities and the perpetuation of an

educational system strangely orianted to clerical and urban

occupations than to the neods of rural economies?

inefficient, poorly staffed and poverty-striken administrative

structures charged with the responsibility to maintain law and

order and to provide ne«ded social services;, yet neither capable

of performing those functions effectively nor able to initiate

devalopmsnt action\

above all, these problems have for too long been seen in their

isolation and efforts at resolving them have been piecemeal

and isolated.

Rural development priorities

6. In order to be able to tackle the complex problems confronting

the African rural development efforts, it is necessary to determine

specific areas that deserve priority of action,, To avoid repeating

the traditional mistake of isolated action, these priority areas should

be regarded as areas whore inter-related problems can be conceived,
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determined and concerted action taken for their solution. Important

among the priority areas merrcici: may be made of the following?

(a) The organization o.f efforts for the collection of "basic

information and data on rural population and economic

activities which will provide a rational "basis for the

identification and formulation of viable rural development

projectso

(b) The development of an effective rural local administration

which should provide the administrative machinery for

ensuring the full participation of the people in the develop

ment processs not only in programme implementation but also

in rationalising rural aspirations and in formulating

programmes to meet these aspirations- No planning from the

ngrass*root" l»vol cari be achievsd without the involvement-1

of an interested local administration having the necessary

capacity* Therefors "the proper development of rural areas

and the creation of a modernized rural-based society will

require an efficient regional and local government structure

which can translate national economic and social policies

into appropriate programmes for the physical development

"1 ''
of regions and rural couimi ties''<."*

(c) The education er<- training of rural inhabitants not simply

to make them literate voters "but primarily to enable them

to earn a better living Consequently? education and

training programmes for rural societies should be conceived

within the socio-economic complexes of rural areas- The need

therefore is for functional education which will provide

fundamental education that is not alienated from the rural

milieu and will at the samo time ensure an adequate supply .

of skilled manpower for the modernization of agriculture and

■ ■ rural crafts and industries,,

IT Internal Memorandum on Rural Manpower by J»AC Green, 2 June 1967•
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(d) The extension of social services to rural areas in order

to create an environment conducive to the spread of social

change and, in particular to reduce the urge among educated

youths to flee from the boredom and limited mobility of"

village life.

(e) Complementary to the provision of social services is the

development of housing facilities which will not only ensure

that health and sanitation programmes achieve their desired

objectives, but also facilitate the enjoyment of the fruit

of the modernization process* For the realization of this,

objective programmes of self-help and/or aided self-help

housing are needed in rural societies>

(f) Economic and social development institutions of the right

type are needed to sustain the whole complex operation of

rural modernization. These institutions should partly pro

vide for the replacement or ra-institution of defuncted

traditional services and partly provide a basis for the

provision of new services. Important among institutions

for aiding the rural development process are co-operative

organizations, credit societies, community development

movements, land reform movements, cultural and literacy

societies, young farm3rs clubs, etc. The role and

functions uf these institutions should be recognized,

rationalized and fostered*

(g) Research activities should keep abreast of development.

This is even more important in rural societies where more

substantial social change is expected. Research activities

should be oriented to determining the nature and extent of

rural development problems in their intar-relationship and

. the application of research results should facilitate the

search for solution to these problems Not only must

provision be made for research in rural d3V3lopment problems,
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but also appropriate machinery must exist for effectively

applying the result of research to the development process.

Planning for accelerated rural development

7. A fundamental principle in any rural devalopment strategy is the

need to see development problems in their inter-relationship, to plan

for their solution on an integrated basis and to take concerted action

to this end. For instance, the mobilization, training and use of

rural labour force will not substantially raisa productivity and improve

standard of living unlass rural economies are modernized to create

expanding economic opportunities. Innovations to bring about economic,

primarily agricultural, revolution will be forestalled ab initio

unless social restraints are minimized and ultimately eliminated.

The right social environment that will make enlightened rural youths

remain to earn a living in their place of birth can be fostered only

if there are viable administrative and institutional structures to

provide the services in demand. The right social environment implies

better housing facilities, better health and sanitation facilities,

information and recreation facilities, etc. These services can only

be sustained and expanded if rural economies grow to improve the

taxable capacity of the citizens financing and enjoying the services.

Therefore rural development problems can be solvad only through

integrated planned action, the implementation of which requires the

collaboration of interested parties, including the rural peoples

themselves.

8. To achievo this objective consideration should be given to:

(a) A regional development approach which will ensure a comprehen

sive stock-taking of the material and human resources of

viable, coherent economic regions or village groups and

the integrated planning of the utilization of these resources

and the provision of supporting institutional facilities and

other services, thereby achieving a rural society and

economy responsive to innovation and modernization process.
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(b) Identifying and concentrating efforts on areas having the

most promieing development potentials and capacity to respond

to the process of economic and social change and in this

way evolve dynamic centres of rural development from where

the process of growth and change could spread to other parts

of rural areas.

(c) Planning action should also be directed to minimizing

imbalances and inequalities between urban or industrial

development and rural or agricultural development. At

the village group levsl, planning action should aim at

strengthening the "holding power" of rural areao through.

planned distribution and utilization of population, material

resources and economic activities and through improved social

infrastructure.

(d) Local government structures at the village group level should

have direct involvement in the development effort and should

be provided with adequate staff to show initiative and give

leadership to the rural population.

(e) Education and training should enable those receiving its

benefits to earn a bettor living in, and make their

contributions to the social and economic advancement of the

society in which they live.

The African rural manpower question

9- Some three-quarters or more of the African peoples live and earn

their living in rural societies. As was noted earlier this labour

force is predominantly untrained in any basic skill and is largely

underemployed. Consequently, productivity and standards of living

are markedly lew, African rural labour force therefore constitutes

an underdeveloped and under-utilized resource which has to be developed

and mobilized in order to make a full impact on the rural modernization

process.
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10. Before agriculture and rural societies oan be developed or

modernized, the trained manpower to initate and undartake the develop

ment task must be created. This requires the development of trained

manpower of all levels; research specialists in every field of

agricultural production, physical plann-jrs, extension workers, vocational

technicians, trained farmers, etc,

11. Howev&r,the supply of these trained manpower in adequate numbers

cannot by itself bring about rural modernization and its supply cannot

be considered in isolation. The supply of manpower; the mobilization

of available labour- r^s^urce's: forms" and integral part of the whole

process 'b'f edotiomicy social and political development as well as of

the changing socio-economic fabric of African rural societies and

economies. It would therefore appear appropriate to approach the

problem of rural manpower mobilization, development and use from its

inter-relationship with other social factors in the rural milieu and

in two broad phases, namely:-'

A short-term phase of 5 years for immediate action, making estimates

of trained manpower needs and supply potentials, evaluating

local resources and their use for the gainful employment of avail

able manpower. This should include the provision of necessary

social infrastructure to reinforce the holding power of rural

societies and the development of occupational skills to when

the widen the employment and markets possibilities of rural

economies.

The long-term phase aiming at the realization of the objective

of full mobilization, development and use of African rural human

resources within the framework of agricultural modernization and

diversified rural economies. During this phase efforts should

be directed to achieving educational reform and orientation at

the primary and secondary levels towards full integration in the

\j Internal memorandum on Rural Manpower ilanning by "„■. Habashi,
31 May 1967,
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socio-economic complexes and reforms of rural societies and

their economic and social aspirations. This implies the adop

tion of educational and training programmes that will in another

15 to 20 years produce in adequate numbers the various range of

skills, specialists and educated farmers needed to effect

agricultural revolution in Africa, and making rural societies

and economies dynamic enough to offer sufficient incentives for

educated youths to desire to live and work contendedly in their

homeland.




